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We have a house that has light yellow color on it. 

No water was detected apart from within the body of the lifeform. No green plantlife was detected. 
No movement and no activity detected. This is mostly a manmade target site and not in nature, 
though there is that one lifeform here. 

12:18 noon End RV. I will now do the checklist. 

12:42 noon Checklist done. I now see the target image. Well my red sloth kinda looks like this man, 
the teeth are pretty darn accurate and there we have the reaching out fingers. Hahah I love RV. The 
yellow pole can be seen in the background. 

Image source 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lenin_Moreno_nombrado_enviado_especial_de_la_ONU
_(11457198646).jpg
Image link 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/6/63/Lenin_Moreno_nombrado_enviad
o_especial_de_la_ONU_%2811457198646%29.jpg/800px-
Lenin_Moreno_nombrado_enviado_especial_de_la_ONU_%2811457198646%29.jpg

12:45 noon End session. 

ELEMENTS

2. IE. Hard smooth floor meaning manmade not natural floor. 

2. IE. White fence posts with gaps in between, short upright standing flat white boards with an 
upside down V-shape tops. 
SI. These could be teeth of the bat. 
P. Aha, they are connected to the red element which is probably a lifeform. These fenceposts are 
actually more about what is hanging up above the floor, so these fenceposts also lack an actual 
physical connection to the floor. 

2. IE. Very yellow colored air and background. 
T. Hard smooth surfaces. 
P. The yellow has a distinct large diagonal slope to it, surrounding which is white color. The drawing 
background started out as entirely yellow, now to emphasize that slope I made part of the 
background white. Notice this yellow slope is the same as part of the slope on the white fence 



posts, so this diagonal shape will be significant. There is something hanging down over in front of it, 
and that is the red lifeform with the reaching out claw-like fingers. 

IE. Wide gray cement or concrete path from front center goes into the main floor area, is wider into-
page and narrower out-of-page. 
T. Feet brush against this floor, from the red element lifeform. Above this path are two eyes. 
SI. This could be a gutter pipe vertical portion that collects water from a roof, if going with the idea 
of roof, because sometimes this element looks like wider up top and like funnel with two flat 
surfaces. Its bottom end or down end ends at something white. 

IE. A soft bat wing with blood flowing through it in veins, soft velvety and rubbery soft with some 
thickness to it. 
T. Is curved and has got nostrils. 

2. IE. There is one man here. He seems frozen in time, he is not moving or saying anything and does 
not seem to be thinking much or at all. Seen as a large red lump. 
T. The man element reaches forward with upper body, head, and arms, forming like an arch bridge 
downward-leftward but without fingers touching the floor. 
P. This red element is a body and it contains water in it. This red element is hanging from above and 
is not on the floor. Is chewy and rubbery, not solid and not light. His feet barely touch the floor, he is 
hanging downward from above but he does not touch against the floor. The red element has teeth, 
those are the white fenceposts. Red element is hanging from the overhang of the house, and hangs 
down like a sloth animal. It's this thing that hangs up from the edge of the roof (part of roof that is 
furthest down and on the side of the wall of the house) and makes an arch and reaches downward 
and has got many long claw-like curved fingers reaching downward. This lifeform has two white 
eyes. There is no hair and no fur on this lifeform. It contains moisture within it. The fingers are scaly, 
like tree bark, or reminding me a bit of the repeat pattern that was up at the overhang with the U-
shapes. Lifeform could be a frog, though frogs do not have teeth. This animal has climbed up, it 
hangs from up somewhere above the floor but rather close to the floor. This could be a fish though I 
have sensed no water and no movement. 

IE. Many dark things are hanging from an overhang frame somewhat above the floor. 
T. Has a very shredded appearance. 

IE. Light-yellow pole from floor up to the overhang. 
T. This element extends upward and indicates emphasis toward its top region. 

SE. Walls in the background and right side to the back, is part of the light yellow large color. 

SE. Two eyes above the foreground gray path. 

IE or SE. Overhang frame above the floor, from this hang down the one or several bat-like elements. 
The left length of frame has a repeated pattern of filled in U-shapes that cup out toward the right 
side frame, see drawing. 
P. We have a pointy roof up on the overhang! The upside down V-shape of the fencepost is the 
upside down V-shape of the pointy roof above the overhang. 



SE. Repeated pattern of U-shapes that cup from left side length of overhang frame toward the right 
side of overhang, see drawing. 

CONNECTIONS

Bat element connects directly to the red human man element, these are two parts of the same 
element. 

White fence posts might be teeth, and are connected to the red element which might be a lifeform. 


